
Picture 8.56 Decorative bargeboards, keystones,
ridge tiles and gate piers on Summerleaze Crescent

Historic Development - Key Events

Early 16th century – Quay built close
to the site of Nanny Moore’s bridge
1577 – Quay rebuilt with funds from
Blanchminster Charity
1589 – Mill built close to the quay and
a bridge built over the River Neet
1830 – The Castle built by Sir Thomas
Gurney
Early 19th century – Development at
the western end of Hartland Terrace
and Leven Cottages

Picture 8.57 The early nineteenth century Leven
Cottages have later additions and alterations

Late 19th century – Further
development along Hartland Terrace,
and Summerleaze Crescent built
1909 – Grenville Hotel
1924 – Land reclaimed and Recreation
Ground built
1947 – The Castle become the offices
for the Urban District Council and the
library
2007 – The Castle becomes Bude
Museum

Activity and Use

Today this area, particularly in the summer
months, is buzzing with activity. There is a
fairly constant stream of people going
backwards and forwards to the beach in
addition to those visiting the museum, and
sporting facilities at the recreation ground.
The Grenville Hotel, which is now run as
an activity holiday centre, is full of children
pursuing various different outdoor activities
for most of the year. There are a number
of hotels, guesthouses and holiday
apartments along Summerleaze Crescent
and Hartland Terrace, which are also busy,
but less so in the winter months.
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Building Types

Hotels - There are three purpose-built
hotels in the area – The Hartland
Hotel, The Grenville (now Adventure
International) and the building at the
western end of SummerleazeCrescent
that has been converted into holiday
apartments. These are large structures
the Grenville is five stories high and
the other two are four storey and
dominate the surrounding townscape.

Guesthouses - These are small hotels
and guesthouses created by the
amalgamation of several terraced
houses. There are a number of
examples along Summerleaze
Crescent including Summerleaze
Beach Hotel, Edgcumbe Hotel and
Atlantic House.

Terraces - This is a predominant
building type in the area. Hartland
Terrace, although built over a number
of years shared a consistent design of
rubblestone walls with smooth stone
platbands decorating the facades. The
buildings were originally two storeys
high but many have had dormers
inserted in the roof. Summerleaze
Crescent was built as a series of four
different designs – some designed as
pairs, others as a series of single
identical structures and some with
similar designs at either end. All the
buildings are three storeys tall.

Picture 8.58 Although altered over the years
Hartland Terrace still retains some continuity of style

Cottages - Leven Cottages is a series
of early nineteenth century two storey
cottages that have been extended and
modified over the years.

Other building types - The Castle is
the only large private building in the
area and is something of an anomaly.
Normally historic large private houses
would have been built in a more
sheltered location with good views and
plenty of surrounding land for gardens.
Sir Thomas Gurney, however, wished
to use his knowledge of engineering
to build on a problematic site.

The Post Office - This is the only
commercial building in the area that is
unrelated to the tourist industry.
Despite its utilitarian nature, however,
it has an exuberant design (pagoda
roof, round headed windows with
keystones) that impacts on the whole
of its surroundings.
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Picture 8.59 The eclectic design of the post office
includes a pagoda style roof

Recreational buildings - The buildings
associated with the recreation ground
are mainly low key and simply
designed. The main building however,
designed in the 1920s, is more
substantial and formerly designed.

Architectural Styles

The Castle, designed to resemble a
picturesque version of a castle this building
incorporates castellated towers,
crenellations and round headed windows
with decorative glazing bars. It has
impacted on the design of many other
buildings in the town including the Grenville
Hotel.

Picture 8.60 The distinctive castellated style of The
Castle influenced the design of many buildings and
structures throughout Bude

The Grenville Hotel incorporates elements
of The Castle design such as the round
castellated towers but also includes a
number of disparate architectural details.
These include Diocletian and oeil de boeuf
windows and a mansard roof.

Picture 8.61 The Grenville Hotel includes references
to The Castle and classical features in its design

The Hartland Hotel has been designed with
a prominent mansard roof similar to the
Grenville Hotel making reference to the
French chateau style of architecture.
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Picture 8.62 The Hartland Hotel has a prominent
mansard roof

The Recreation Ground Pavilion includes
a Diocletian window and cornice above the
door on its main façade.

Picture 8.63 Classical elements are incorporated
into the design of the Pavilion’s façade

Key Buildings and Structures

The Castle and walls – grade II, 1830
The Grenville Hotel – 1909

Picture 8.64 The Grenville Hotel dominates the
surrounding townscape

Nanny Moore’s Bridge – grade II,
eighteenth century or earlier. Originally
Bude Bridge renamed in the
nineteenth century after a dipper
wholived nearby.

Local Details

Roofs - There are a number of different
roof styles in the area. The
predominant roof type is gable end and
many of the houses along
Summerleaze Crescent have gables
on their facades. Several end of row
buildings have hipped roofs buildings
3 Leven Cottages and 1 Hartland
Terrace, and The Castle has hipped
roofs behind a parapet. The other
distinctive roof type that can be found
in the area is the deep mansard roof
found on the Hartland Hotel and the
Grenville Hotel.
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Picture 8.65 Most of the houses on Summerleaze
Crescent have gabled facades although some have
been altered

Windows - There are a number of
surviving sash windows including
notable examples on the Grenville
Hotel, the Recreation Pavilion and
some of the buildings along Hartland
Terrace and Summerleaze Crescent.
A feature of the area, double height
canted bay windows which allow for
improved sea views can be found
along Summerleaze Crescent and
Hartland Terrace. Modern bay
windows have also been added at
ground floor level to Leven Cottages.
Historic raking dormer windows can
be found on 1 and 2 Leven Cottages
and the Grenville Hotel, whilst modern
dormers have been inserted into the
roofline of the Summerleaze Beach
Hotel. Many of the gables along
Summerleaze Crescent include full
height windows. More decorative
window designs can be found on The
Castle – round headed, the Recreation
Pavilion– Diocletian and the Grenville
Hotel – Diocletian and oeil de boeuf.

Picture 8.66 Raking dormer windows on Leven
Cottages

Joinery - Historic six panel doors are
still in situ on The Castle and some of
the houses along Summerleaze
Crescent. A number of houses along
Summerleaze Crescent have
decorative bargeboards - some in
wavy designs and others with pierced
decoration.

Decorative terracotta work - Crested
and pierced ridge tiles can be found
on the Edgcumbe Hotel, Atlantic
House and other houses along
Summerleaze Crescent. There are
also a number of decorative keystones
on houses along Summerleaze
Crescent.

Local and Traditional Building
Materials

Slatestone – Most of the buildings in
the area have slatestone walls. A few,
such as The Castle and some of the
houses along Summerleaze Crescent,
are plain stone, but many have been
rendered.
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Slate – The majority of roofs in the
area are local slate, but a number over
the years have been replaced by
non-local and manmade slate. There
are also a few roofs, such as those on
Leven Cottages, that have been
turnerised. There are areas of
slatehanging between the two storey
bay windows on Hartland Terrace.

Brick – This material became
commonly available after the arrival of
the railway. Most of the chimneys in
the area are made from brick some of
which include some decorative shaped
bricks – such as on Leven Cottages.
In some cases the chimneys have
been rendered. Brick is also used as
window surrounds, quoins, door
surrounds and to form decorative plat
bands – particularly along
Summerleaze Crescent, where both
red and cream bricks are used. Brick
has been used as the main material
for the buildings at the eastern end of
Summerleaze Crescent.

Picture 8.67 Brick built houses at the eastern end
of Summerleaze Crescent

Terracotta and faience – There are
decorative terracotta ridge tiles and
keystones along Summerleaze
Crescent. Cream faience bricks are

used on the walls of the public
conveniences opposite NannyMoore’s
Bridge.

Clay – The roof of the Grenville Hotel
is constructed from red clay tiles – a
non-local material that would have
been imported via the railway.

Picture 8.68 Red clay tiles on the roof of the
Grenville Hotel

Public Realm and Streetscape

Streets and lanes – There are no
major streets in the area other than the
road leading to the Summerleaze
Beach car park. The rest are minor
roads - Ergue Gaberic Way, the road
connecting Summerleaze Crescent
with the beach car park, and Hartland
Terrace. The roads are tarmac and
have modern pavements – apart from
Hartland Terrace, which has more the
character of a lane. In addition to the
roads there are a number of informal
routes through the area including the
access route to the south of the post
office and the path at the western end
of Hartland Terrace – this has walls
either side overgrown with vegetation
giving a pastoral character.
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Picture 8.69 Path at the western end of Hartland
Terrace

Bridges– Nanny Moore’s Bridge is a
listed grade II structure. The design
takes the form of a three span pack
horse or cart bridge. Constructed from
rubblestone it has three segmental
arches and cutwaters on both sides.

Picture 8.70 The eighteenth century Nanny Moore’s
bridge

Boundary and garden walls – There
are a number of prominent tall
boundary and retaining walls in the
area. These are mortared slatestone
and include

the retaining wall between
The Castle site and the
river
the retaining wall around
the grounds of Hartland
Hotel which includes a
blocked round headed
gateway with a decorative
terracotta keystone

Picture 8.71 Retaining wall around the grounds of
Hartland Hotel

the walls around the Castle
site which are listed
mortared stone with stone
caps
a high stone wall which
surrounds the Grenville
Hotel site to the east and
south.

Some of the surviving front
garden wal ls a long
Summerleaze Crescent are
constructed from stone with
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cream and red brick dressings.
Most of the front garden walls
along Hartland Terrace and
Levens Cottages have been
rendered or replaced.

Picture 8.72 Although few of the original low stone
garden walls are still in situ, the original boundary
line along Hartland Terrace has been retained

Gates and gateways – Some of the
houses along Summerleaze Crescent
have stone gate piers with moulded
terracotta caps shaped in the form of
pediments.

Picture 8.73 Decorative terracotta caps on gate piers
along Summerleaze Crescent

Street ephemera –

The Bude Light – a modern
public sculpture, conical in

shape that represents
through bands of colour the
sea, beach and sky. It is set
in a circular landscaped
area of benches and
planters.

Picture 8.74 The recently constructed Bude Light is
now a significant feature in the streetscape

Band Stand – octagonal
construction of iron
columns and a slate roof,
built in the 1950s.
Stone date stone carved
with the initials AJA 1589
on 3 Leven Cottages.
Blue enamel sign with white
lettering reading Leven
Cottages on the first floor
of No.3

Picture 8.75 Enamel sign and cast iron rain water
hopper on No. 3 Leven Cottages
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Greenery and Green space

Part of the quality of this area is the way in
which the buildings sit in areas of open
green space. As a consequence these
areas are an intrinsic part of the Leisure
Area’s character:-

The Castle is surrounded by its own
grounds, which take the form of a
formal park to the front of the building
and uneven greenmounds to the west.
These mounds are formed from the
dunes and mud excavated to build on
the site but have the appearance of
ancient earthworks.
Although some of the Recreation
Ground consists of hard tennis courts
there are also a number of green areas
including the bowling green and the
pitch and putt.

Picture 8.76 Green open spaces are incorporated
into the Recreation Ground site

Below Summerleaze Crescent the
original grass covered cliff side
remains undeveloped making a visual
connection between the natural
landscape and the late nineteenth
century development.

Picture 8.77 Undeveloped cliff side below
Summerleaze Crescent

Similar grass covered cliff side still
survives to the west of the Grenville
Hotel site.

Loss, intrusion and damage

Loss – The main historic loss in the
area is Efford Tide Mill – there are no
remains of this buildings apart from the
datestone incorporated into 3 Leven
Cottages. The eastern end of
Summerleaze Crescent has been
altered over the years first in the
1930s, then more recently when part
of the group was adapted into a
nursing home. This part of the terrace
has recently been rebuilt and the
design, material, scale and siting in
general make good reference to the
surrounding historic fabric.

Intrusion – The street lighting along
Summerleaze Crescent is very
prominent and of a very utilitarian
design unsuited to its sensitive historic
and natural setting.
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Picture 8.78 Prominent, poorly designed street
lighting on Summerleaze Crescent

Damage –

Some of the local natural
slate roofs in the area have
been replaced with modern
materials, non-local slate or
have been turnerised.
A number of front garden
walls along Summerleaze
Crescent have been
demolished to allow for off
street parking.
A number of buildings have
been rendered hiding
decorative details such as
contrasting brickwork and
decorative keystones.

Picture 8.79 A number of decorative features have
been lost due to the application of render

Some of the decorative
features, which
characterise exuberant
resort architecture, have
been lost to more utilitarian
treatments such as the
replacing of crested ridge
tiles with plain tiles and the
use of plain bargeboards
instead of wavy or pierced
bargeboards.
There is a high number of
replacement windows in
this area – many of which
are uPVC and do not
accord with the original
glazing pattern.

Neutral Areas

There are two public conveniences in this
area which are no longer in use. If
demolished the site to the west of the Job
Centre could represent a redevelopment
site.

Picture 8.80 Consideration should be given to
redeveloping the site of these disused public
conveniences
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Any new building should be low lying and
sensitively designed. The public
conveniences opposite Nanny Moore’s
bridge should be blocked up permanently
with stone if they are to remain unused.

Picture 8.81 Disused public conveniences adjacent
to Nanny Moore’s bridge

The job centre at the western end of the
car park opposite Morwenna Terrace is
poorly designed. The car park itself and the
surrounding public realm including the
telephone box and bench are extremely
utilitarian and take no account of the
surrounding historic environment and their
prominent site.

Picture 8.82 This car park in its prominent and highly
visible position would benefit from landscaping and
improved street furniture

The car park in front of the Grenville Hotel
could be better designed to reflect its
important location.

The tall fencing that borders the Grenville
Hotel site to the south could be better
designed.

Picture 8.83 The fencing around the Grenville Hotel
does not enhance the surrounding area

The road markings at the eastern end of
Summerleaze Crescent are confusing.

General Condition and Buildings
at risk

The fabric in this area is generally in good
condition and there are no buildings at risk.

The Resort Town

Statement of Significance

This area represents the commercial and
domestic heart of Bude, which developed
during the nineteenth century. Due to the
survival of the street pattern, historic
buildings and open spaces much of the
early to late nineteenth century character
still remains.
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Historic Development - Key events

Early development followed the
building of a bridge across the River
Neet in the late sixteenth century. At
this point the land in this area was
owned by the Grenville family.
1780s Bewd Inn.
18th century - land passed to the
Thynnes. Two warehouses built along
The Strand and some development in
the Granville Terrace area.
Early 19th century Jolly Sailor (later
became The Globe Hotel)
1816 King Street built with funds from
the Blanchminster Charity
1838 South Terrace (later called The
Crescent)
Early 19th century – Tapson’s Terrace
on The Strand
1835 Nonconformist chapel off
Landsdown Hill (now Villa Hall)
1849 National School – enlarged –
1866, 1891
1878-80 Wesleyan Methodist Chapel
Late 19th century Free United
Methodist Chapel, Bude Hotel and
Globe Hotel rebuilt
1894 Mission Hall (became British
Legion)
Late 19th century Granville Terrace
and Marine Terrace
1920s Strand Garage
1985 school converted into community
hall called The Parkhouse Centre

Activity and Use

Although the school has now moved to a
new site and not all the chapels are still in
operation the buildings have been
converted for public use and thus the public
service character of this area still remains.
The nineteenth century commercial streets
– The Strand and Lansdown Road are still

important shopping streets and are very
busy throughout the year. The Crescent
retains its nineteenth century domestic
residential character.

Building Types

Cottage row/terrace – There are two
significant areas of housing. The
Crescent is a row of cottages built
predominantly in the early nineteenth
century to a series of uniform designs.
Grenville Terrace is a row of late
nineteenth century terraced villas
which incorporates an early stone built
house at its eastern end.

Picture 8.84 Nineteenth century terraced houses
on Grenville Terrace

Shops and offices – There are a large
number of commercial buildings in this
area. A number of which such as the
shops on the eastern side of
Lansdown Hill 4,6, 14-18, 24 and 38
The Strand were former domestic
buildings which have either had
shopfronts incorporated into their
ground floor or ground floor
extensions. Other buildings such as
the shops on the western side of
Lansdown Hill, 12, 19, 20-22, 30-32
The Strand were purpose built as
shops.
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Banks and post offices – There are
two purpose built banks in the area –
Lloyds TSB and Barclays. TheNatwest
was originally one of the town’s post
offices, but by the 1930shad been
converted into a bank. The post office
on The Crescent was purpose built,
but the extension on the front dates
from the early twentieth century.

Pubs and Hotels – The area has a
number of historic pubs – The Globe,
The Bencoolen and The Carriers Inn,
as well as a large modern hotel The
Strand which is currently awaiting
conversion into apartments.

Public buildings – These form an
important part of the area’s character
and include the former school (now the
Parkhouse Centre), the Central
Methodist Chapel, Sunday school and
manse, the former chapel (now the
Citizens Advice Bureau) and Villa Hall
(a former chapel now an auction
house).

Picture 8.85 The early to mid nineteenth century
east wing of the former school

Informal buildings – There are a
number of small outhouses and old
stores in the backland areas behind
The Crescent, Kings Street and the

eastern side of Lansdown Road. The
former stables to the Bencoleen Inn
have been converted into a house.

Architectural Styles

This area of the town houses the majority
of public and commercial buildings and
consequently a wide range of architectural
styles can be found. These buildings would
have been designed to impress and to
inspire and these aspirations are reflected
in a wealth of styles and detailing.

The Central Methodist Chapel – Built
in the Italianate Romanesque style this
imposing building includes round
headed and wheel windows, coped
gables and waterleaf capitals.

Picture 8.86 The Italianate Romanesque Central
Methodist Chapel

Sunday School – This building
combines Gothic elements such as the
steeply pitched roof with Tudor Revival
square headed windows.
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Picture 8.87 The late nineteenth century chapel and
sometime Sunday school

Former Chapel (Citizens Advice
Bureau) – Victorian interpretation of
the Early English Gothic style with
steeply pitched roof and simple lancet
windows.
39 The Strand – Italianate villa style
incorporating a Classical style
doorcase, overhanging eaves and a
decorative cornice.

Picture 8.88 No. 39 The Strand incorporates a
number of Classical details

Bencoolen Inn – This building
incorporated Classical elements into
its design such as the use of cornice
and pediments.
6 Grenville Terrace – This building
incorporates a number of features
possibly from earlier structures

including mullion windows and Gothic
lancets both pointed and trefoil
headed.
Lloyds TSB Bank – Built on the site of
the former Bude Hotel this Lutyens
style Arts and Crafts structure was built
in the early twentieth century. It
incorporates mullion stone windows,
an Egyptian style porch with Art
Nouveau capitals and a side entrance
beneath a segmental pediment.

Picture 8.89 The eclectic design of Lloyds TSB
enhances the surrounding streetscape
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Picture 8.90 Art Nouveau capitals

Barclays Bank – The design of this
building contains Classical elements
including ionic columns between the
windows and banded rustication.

Picture 8.91 Classical design elements on the
façade of Barclays Bank partially obscured by the
modern fascia board

Natwest Bank – This building was also
designed in the Classical style with

Doric columns, egg and dart moulding
above the fascia and lion masks.

Picture 8.92 Lion mask on the façade of the Natwest
Bank

Villa Hall – Originally a chapel, the
design of this building includes Gothic
features such as pointed windows with
y tracery and a pointed arched
doorway with tall plank doors.

Picture 8.93 The façade of Villa Hall incorporates
Gothic features

The Globe – built in an exuberant
Edwardian Baroque style . It has a
door surround that includes a carved
typanum beneath a segmental
pediment, windows in an aedicule at
first floor level and prominent quoins.
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Picture 8.94 Elaborate decorative doorcase on the
façade of the Globe

Julia’s Place –Classical features
including round headed windows,
string course and a modillion eaves
band.

Picture 8.95 Classical features are incorporated into
the façade of Julia’s Place

Key Buildings and Structures

Central Methodist Chapel – grade II,
1878-80
Former Sunday School and Manse –
late 19th century
Former Free United Methodist Church
– late 19th century
War Memorial – early 20th century
Former Bude Hotel – late 19th century
Globe Hotel – late 19th century
Natwest Bank – late 19th century

Other listed buildings -

Nos. 5, 9-35 (excluding 11 and17), 2-30
King Street – grade II, 1816

Local Details

Roofs – As so many of the buildings
in this area are in rows or terraces the
predominant roof type is gable end.
There are quite a number of buildings
with gables on their facades including
Grenville Terrace, 11 and 12 The
Strand, 20-22 The Strand. End
buildings such as the final building
along the Crescent and some of the
larger more widely spaced buildings
along The Strand such as Barclays
Bank, The Carriers Inn and Julia’s
Place have hipped roofs.

There are a variety of dormer
windows including raking
dormers, the Parkhouse Centre
and raking dormers with slate
cheeks, the rear slope of 28
Lansdown Road and 5 King
Street. Gable dormers can be
found on a number of the shops
on the western side of
Lansdown Road.
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Picture 8.96 Raking dormer windows
on the Parkhouse Centre

Picture 8.97 Raking dormer window to
the rear of 28 Lansdown Road

Picture 8.98 Gabled dormers on the
western side of Lansdown Road

Many roofs are enlivened with
crested ridge tiles – a large
proportion of the buildings on
Lansdown Road, the Central
Methodist Chapel, Sunday
School, Bencoolen Inn, Grenville
Terrace, 14-18 The Strand,
20-22 The Strand and 36 The
Strand. A number of these
decorative ridges are finished
with terracotta finials - 4
Lansdown Road, 20-22 The
Strand and 36 The Strand.

Windows – Although quite a number
of historic windows have been lost in
this area – particularly along The
Crescent - there are still a number of
interesting survivals. Kings Street,
where most of the buildings are listed,
has a particularly good survival rate of
original or historic fenestration. Many
of the windows are simple late
nineteenth/early twentieth century four
pane sashes several examples can be
found on Lansdown Road, a few along
The Crescent and several along King
Street. Other windows from this period
include the six over a single pane
windows which can be found on the
western side of Lansdown Road.
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Picture 8.99 Simple late nineteenth
century sash windows on Lansdown
Road

Picture 8.100 Six over one segmental
headed windows on the western side
of Lansdown Road

Earlier windows include the six
over six pane sashes on King
Street and sixteen pane sashes
on 14 Lansdown Road and also
along King Street.

Picture 8.101 Original sixteen pane
windows on the façade of No. 14
Lansdown Road

Picture 8.102 Sixteen pane sash
windows on King Street

Tripartite windows can be found
on the Bencoolen Inn, 30-32
The Strand and a tripartite group
of windows on 17 and 18 The
Strand.
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Picture 8.103 Tripartite window
arrangements on the façade of 17 and
18 The Strand

To take advantage of the views
across the river there are double
height bays windows along
Grenville Terrace. First floor
canted bays can be found on 12
The Strand and 4 Lansdown
Road and there are ground floor
bay windows on 8,24 and 25
King Street.

Joinery – There is a variety of
decorative joinery in the area including
carved bargeboards on the western
side of Lansdown Road, moulded
canopies supported by console
brackets on houses at the eastern end
of The Crescent and a wooden open
latticework porch on 5 King Street.
Sadly the majority of historic
shopfronts have not survived but 4
Lansdown Road still has its original
pilasters and fascia board, the
shopfront to 8 Lansdown Road
survives virtually intact with pilasters,
carved console brackets and original
window joinery, as does the shopfronts
to 30- 32 The Strand.

Picture 8.104 Decorative window
canopies on The Crescent

Picture 8.105 The historic shopfront
on No. 8 Lansdown Road is partially
obscured by the blind

Picture 8.106 Historic shopfront still
survives on Nos. 30-32 The Strand
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